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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the functional differential equation (FDE) 
n(t) = ax(P) (1.1) 
where a # 0 is real or complex and 01 > 0, cx + 1. Let p = (CX - 1)-l and 
make the change of variables Z(S) = esp(pes) x (exp(es)). We obtain the 
differential difference equation 
e-%(s) = px(s) + nz(s + T) (1.2) 
where 7 = log ~1. Substitutions of this type were employed with considerable 
success in Refs. [7, 81. The main advantage of this type of substitution 
is to convert an equation with unbounded delay (1.1) to an equation with 
bounded delay (1.2). Equations with bounded delay have been much studied 
and are fairly well understood [2, 51, whereas the theory for equations 
with unbounded delay is less developed. In this note we show how the 
above change of variables can be generalized by means of Schr6der’s equation 
[lo] and applied to other types of equations. We give several examples 
demonstrating the technique. Our examples are randomly selected and no 
attention has been given to their physical applications. A typical result 
along these lines is that we are able to show that the equation 
2(t) = F(t, s(t), x@(t))) (l-3) 
where 0 < ct < h(t) < t for t > 0, can be reduced to a differential- 
difference equation. In Section 4 we use the change of variables to obtain 
an asymptotic expansion of solutions of the linear equation 
2(t) = ax(h(t)) + bx(t), 0 < h(t) < t, 
which generalizes some parts of Ref. [8, Theorem 31. 
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The equation 
dWN = h@), (l-4) 
where Ja is known, h is constant, and p is unknown, is called Schriider’s 
equation. A study of this equation is given in Ref. [9, Chapter Iv], and 
we state the results that we need. Let I be an interval of real numbers, 
and suppose a ~1. Let C(1) denote the class of functions having Y con- 
tinuous derivatives on I. We denote by R,‘(1) the class of all functions 
h E C’(1) which are strictly increasing on I and satisfy 
(i) (/z(t) - t)(a - t) > 0 if t EI, t # a; 
(ii) (12(t) - n)(a - t) < 0 if t E1, t # a. 
If a = +co then R,1’(I) is defined similarly except that condition (ii) is 
dropped and (i) is replaced by h(t) > t for all t ~1. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Kuczma). Let h E &‘(I), a $1. If t, E 1 and IJJ~ E C’(I,), 
where I, = [h(t,), to] or [to , h(t,)], satis$es the conditions 
then there exists a unique solution 9 E P(I) of Eq. (1.4) such that p)(t) = To(t) 
on I,, . Suppose h(I) = I and let t, = h”(t,), n = 0, +I, &2 ,... . Then 
v(t) = h’+@“(t)), tn < t < G-1 
if I,, = [h(t,), t,], a?zd 
v(t) = ~nvoW”W), 
ifI, = [to ,h(to)l. 
LEMnrA 1.2 (Kuczma). Let I = [O, b), 0 < b < 03, h E R:(I) a?ld p(t) 
be continuous on I zvitlz p(t) + 0 for t Z 0. Define 
n--l 
P,(t) = n p(h”(t)>, tEI, 72 > 1, 
WI=0 
and let P(t) = lim,_, P,,(t). Then P(t) exists alzd is continuous and nonzero 
on I if and only if for each 7 there exists a unique solution v of the equation 
cp(W) = PO> v(t), tEI 
such that v is continuous on I and satisjies 
v(O) = rl. 
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When this is so, the solution v is given by 
v(t) = ?illW, t EI. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Kuczma). Let I = [O, b), 0 < b < or axd assume that 
h E R:(I), h(0) = A, 0 < h < 1, and there exists k > 0, S > 0, g > 0 
such that 
1 h(t) - h / < lw, O<t<a. (1.5) 
Then for each 7 there exists unique C1 solution p? of Eq. (1.4) on I satisfying 
c+(O) = 7j. 
This sohltion is gitierz by 
q(t) = 1, $2 x-w(t), 
and is strictly increasing if 7 > 0 a?zd strictly decreasing if 7 < 0. 
2. CHANGE OF VARIABLES 
We first consider retarded functional differential equations. Let I = [a, CCI) 
and h, ,...r h,, be continuous functions on I satisfying a < h,(t) < t for 
1 < i :z TZ. If a = - 03 we put I = (- ,a, co). Let Q C R” X. ‘. :r: RN be 
an open set and let F: I x Q -+ RN be continuous. Given o E (a, a) we 
say that a function x = x(t) is a solution of 
k = F(t, x(t), x@,(t)),..., x(h,ft))) (2.1) 
at (T if there exists b > 0 and PZ((T) < CT such that x: [PI(D), IT + b] - RN 
is continuous and satisfies Eq. (2.1) on [ (T, 0 + b] (2 denotes the right-hand 
derivative) (cf. Ref. [6]). For brevity of notation we let h = (hl ,‘.., hn), 
x(h(t)) = (x(h,(t)),..., x@,(t))) and write Eq. (2.1) as 
2 = F(t, x(t), m(h(t))). (2.2) 
DEFINITION. Let v be a positive, strictly increasing, continuously dif- 
ferentiable function defined on (a, cc) such that y(t) + +cc as t - -t co. 
We say that {Jzi ,..., lz,J is compatible with respect to p (or simply, compatible) if 
v(t) = %D(k(tYh t++@J, 1 <i<n, 
THEOREM 2.1. Let {h, ,..., k,f be compatible zvith respect to y, let JI = logy 
alad G(s, y) = F(z,!-l(s),$. If t, > a is suficiently large there exists g = 
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(8, >-**9 gn) such that if o > to and x = x(t) is a solution of Eq. (2.2) at 0, 
then the change of variables 
s = W), Y(S) = 4th (2.3) 
defines a solution of 
” 4s) j(s) = G(s, Y(S), YkW (2.4) 
at T = 4(u). Furthennove, gi(s) = s - Y.~(s), Q(S) > 0, T<(S) = O(1) as 
s -+ + co and zu = $0 I,-‘. Conversely, the change of variables (2.3) applied 
to Eq. (2.4) gives a solution of Eq. (2.2). 
Proof. Choose t, > a, M > 1 so that 
0 -c dt) < MdW)), t b to, 1 <i<n. (2.5) 
Let (T > t, and x’ = x(t) be a solution of Eq. (2.2) at D. Then there exists 
~$0) < u and b > 0 such that x is continuous on [m(a), 0 + b] and satisfies 
Eq. (2.2) on [u, 0 + b]. Let u(t) = x(t) for m(u) < t < (T and consider the 
integral equation 
x(t) = ~(0) + jtF(t, 43, x(W)) dt, o<t<u+b, 
(i 
x(t) = u(t), m(0) < t < u. 
Using the change of variables (2.3) we obtain 
where 7 = #(a), /3 = #(u + b) - 4(u) > 0, and 
YWGY) = bMhdON>..., Y(W~(E)N). 
Now #(hi(t)) = #(t) - qi(t) where 
qi(t) = log v(t) - log dhiW 
So by Eq. (2.9, 0 < qi(t) < log M for all t > t, , 1 < i < KK Therefore 
y(s) = V(T) + y F(t’, rV(EN, rbNE> - q(f))) dt, 
T<s<T+B, Y(S) = V(S)> T--logM<s<l-, 
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where 4 = (qr ,..., qn) and v is a continuous function on [T - log &I, T] 
such that the restriction of ZJ to [#(m(o)), T] equals u G z/k’. So if ri =df qi 0 z/-l 
and g<(s) =df s - F.;(S), then y is a solution of Eq. (2.4) at 7. Conversely, 
if y = y(s) is a solution of Eq. (2.4) at 7 then the change of variables (2.3) 
gives a solution, IV = x(t), to Eq. (2.2). This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose there exists a continuously d$erentiable strictly 
increasingfimction x de$ned on I such that x(I) = I and x(t) < minI~i~,~ hi(tj 
for t > a. Thepa (h, ,..., h,) is compatible. If we further oxume thue exists 
0 < A,, < 1 such that f(t) < A, few t large, then Eq. (2.3) can be chosen so that 
the coeficient m(s) in Eq. (2.4) satisjes w(s) = O(e-s) as s + +rx). 
Proof. Choose to > a, 0 < h < 1. Then by Theorem 1.1 there exists 
a positive, strictly increasing, continuously differentiable solution 93 of the 
equation 
dXW = W), t > a, 
such that v(a+) = 0, F(K)) = co. Therefore y(t) = X-$(x(t)) < A-$(h,(t)) 
for t > a. Hence {h, ,..., h,} is compatible. 
Now suppose there exists t, > 0 such that f(t) < A,, < 1 for t > t, I 
Then we can define or alter x on [0, to] (‘f 1 necessary) so that 0 < g(t) < h 
for all t 3 0, ~(0) = A, and k satisfies Eq. (1.5) where X is chosen such 
that A0 < X < 1. We then choose v by Theorem 1.2 satisfying &(t)) = Xy(t) 
on [0, XI) and such that e(O) = 1. Then (lz, ,..., h,, j is still compatible 
with respect to v and by Lemma 1.2 
Now $ = log v implies z/-l(s) = y-l(es), so that.m(s) = e-%+(+-l(s)) = O(e-b) 
as s + +co. This proves the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. k(t) = F(s(h,t), x(&t)), 0 < A, , A, < 1. The functions 
(Art, A&} are compatible with respect to v(t) = t. So if s = log t, y(s) = x(t) 
then 
e-Y(s) = F(Y(s - rl), Y(S - rd), 
where pi = / log hi /, i = 1, 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. i(t) = F(x(h), x(&)), 0 < A, , A, < 1. The functions 
(PI, ~~2:. are compatible with respect to F(t) = log t. So if s = log log t, 
y(s) = x(t) then 
ecs exp(-es) j(s) = F(y(s - yl), y(s - rg)) 
where ri = 1 log& /, i = 1, 2. 
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EXAMPLE 3. k(t) = F(x(Xt), X(P)), 0 < A, 01 < 1. The functions {At, P} 
are compatible with respect to v(t) = log t. So if s = log log t, y(s) = s(t) 
then 
e+ exp(-es) y(s) = F(y(s - Y(S)), y(~ - c)), 
where c = 1 log (II 1, T(S) = --log(l + e-” log A). 
EXAMPLE 4. k(t) = F(x(ht), ~(pt + P)), 0 < A, p, 01 < 1. The functions 
{At, pt + t”} are compatible with respect to 91(t) = t. So if s = log t, 
y(s) = x(t) then 
where c = 1 log X 1, Y(S) = --log(p + e-(r-a)s). 
EXAMPLE 5. k(t) = F(t, x(t), x(h(t))), 0 < h(t) < t. Let us assume that 
h is strictly increasing, continuously differentiable and unbounded on 
I = (0, co). Th en by Theorem 1.1 we can find a positive, continuously 
differentiable, strictly increasing solution of y(h(t)) = A&t), 0 < X < 1, 
such that ~(1) = I. So {h) is compatible with respect to CJI and ifs = log g)(t), 
y(s) = x(t) then 
where Y = [ log h 1, w(s) = e-‘@(@(es)). 
EXAMPLE 6. 2(t) = F(x(t), x(t - t”)). This type of equation cannot be 
handled by means of Theorem 2.1 because t - P + -co as t + +co. 
There is strong reason to believe that this equation cannot be reduced 
to one with bounded delay. 
The previous results can also be extended to equations neutral and 
advanced type. Since the initial value problem for these types of FDE’s 
is still subject to varying interpretations, we shall limit ourselves to formal 
substitutions only. We call Eq. (2.1) an equation of advanced type if 
a < t < h,(t) for 1 < i < n. 
DEFINITION. Let Eq. (2.1) be an equation of advanced type. Then we 
call (12, ,..., h,} compatible witlz respect to v if y is a positive, strictly increasing, 
continuously differentiable function such that p)(t) ---f + cc as t -+ + co and 
THEOREM 2.3. Let Eq. (2.1) be alz equatiolz of advanced type and suppose 
{h, ,..., 11,) is compatible zuith respect to y. Let # = log q~, then the formal 
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mbstitution (2.3) reduces Eq. (2.2) to the advanced equation (2.4) where 
gi(s) = s + ri(s), r-$(s) > 0, ri(s) = O(1) as s + fen fov 1 < i < 72. 
Proof. Let t, > a, M > 1 be such that 
dhi(t)) < ~W$), t >, 4) , I<i<n. 
Let s = gL(t), y(s) = x(t), then using the integral equation associated with 
Eq. (2.2) we have 
Now #(h,(t)) = log v(t) + qi(t) where 
0 < a(t) = ~ogb(hi(tN&)l < log JC 
for f > t, , 1 < i < II. So if ri =df qi 0 16-l and g,(s) =di s + I.~(s) then 
Eq. (2.6) is equivalent to Eq. (2.4). This proves the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 7. k(t) = F(x(Xt), x(t + t”)), h > 1. The set {At, t + tL} is 
compatible with respect to T(t) = log t. So if s = log log i, y(sj = x(t) then 
ecs exp( -es) j(s) = F(y(s + I.~(s)), y(s + Pi)) where 
F-~(S) = log(1 + e-$ log A) and Y?(S) = log[2 + e-” log{1 + esp(-es))]. 
It is interesting that this example can be handled, but (Example 6) cannot. 
k%lMPLE 8. 2(t) = F(t, x(t), x(h(t))), 0 < t < h(t). Under appropriate 
conditions on Iz (as in Example 5) the formal substitution (2.4) changes 
this equation to a differential-difference equation 
4s) j(s) = q#-ys), y(s), y(s -t 1.)). 
Gp to now these two equations have been dealt with separately [l, 3, 111. 
Using the techniques of Theorem 2.1 we have the following results for 
neutral equations. 
THEOREM 2.4. Consider the neutral eqzzation 
k = qt, s(t), x@(t)), @i(t))) (2.7) 
where h = (h, ,..., h,) and R = (& ,..., h”,,) satisfy a < hi(t) < t, a < h,(t) < t 
for 1 < i 6 n, 1 < j < m. Suppose (h, ,..., h,,) and {h, ,..., h,) aye corzpatibb 
with respect to the sanze v. Then there exists a formal substitution (2.3) mhich 
reduces Eq. (2.7) to a neutral equation 
ZL’(S) 9(s) = G(sv Y(S), &A$~ hW 
with bounded delay. 
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EXAMPLE 9. k = F(t, x(h(t)), *(h(t)), 0 < h(t) < t. Suppose for example 
that h is strictly increasing, continuously differentiable and unbounded on 
I = (0, 00). By. Theorem 1 .l we can find a positive, strictly increasing, 
continuously differentiable solution of y(h(t)) = X?(t), 0 < h < 1, such that 
~(1) = I. Let s = log v(t), y(s) = -v(t), then 
zu(s) 3(s) = F(@(e$ y(s - r), w(s - r) p(s - Y)) 
where w(s) = e-%+(v-l(e”)) and Y = 1 log h /. This type of equation is 
studied in Ref. [4]. 
EXAMPLE 10. 
x(t) + f A&) Lx(hr(l))[ = F(x(t), &i(t))). 
i=l 
Assume (h, ,..., 12,) and (h} are compatible with respect to 9. Let C/J = log v, 
s = #(t), y(s) = x(t), then 
44 + i 4(t) 4hiW) = ~(4 + f -~,(~-‘(s))y(~(hi(t))) 
i=l i=l 
= YCs) + %zl -4i(#-1(s)) Yts - ri(S)), 
where ri(s) > 0, Q(S) = O(1) as s + + co. Therefore 
This type of equation was discussed in Ref. [6]. 
3. APPLICATION 
As an application of Eq. (2.4) we prove an asymptotic result for the retarded 
equation 
n(t) = nx(h(t)) + /m(t). (3.1) 
This result essentially says that each solution of Eq. (3.1) approaches a 
solution of the functional equation 
ax(h(t)) + k(t) = 0 
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as t + + co. This can be considered a generalization of a similar result 
in Ref. [8] for the special case h(t) = ht. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let a f 0 and b be scalars with b < 0. Let I = [O, ~0) 
and let h be of class C2 on I satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2. Assume 
h’(t) is decreasing OH I aud choose k such tlzat aF + b = 0. Put ic = Re k 
and let g?(t) be the solution of Eq. (2.1) satisfying C+(O) = 1. Then for each 
so&ion x(t) of Eq. (3.1) theye exists a periodic f&ction g(s) ofperiod / log h ) 
such that 
44 = b?+w &% &>> + wPw)K-l) (3.2) 
ast++m. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 the change of variables (2.2) converts Eq. (3.1) 
into the equation 
w(s) j(s) - ay(s - v) - by(s) = 0 (3.3) 
where Y = j log h j. Let z(s) = e-ksJJ(s), g = ---6-l > 0 and wO(s) = /&V(S), 
then ZL’~(S) = O(e-S) and Eq. (3.3) becomes 
w*(s) k(s) + (1 + JWO(s)) Z(S) - .Z(s - 1.) = 0. (3.4) 
Now consider the equation 
w*(s) 2(s) + z(s) - z(s - 1.) = 0. (35) 
Let C,. denote the Banach space of all real continuous functions u defined 
on [-rl 0] with supremum norm. Define P on I x Ci. by 
V(s, u) = wO(s)(u(0))” + I’” (~(0))~ dB. 
- -r 
Let p(a,6, denote the derivative of l;r along solutions of Eq. (3.5). Then 
r&)(S, u) = (pz~*(s) - l)(z&(O)>e + 2%(O) z&-F) - (?A(-F)i”. 
Since @(h(t)) = p(t) e(t), p(t) = h/h(t) and h(t) is decreasing, it follows from 
Lemma 1.2 that 9;(t) is also decreasing. So zito(s) < 0 and therefore 
~7(3.5,(s, u) < -(40> + +-1.))2. 
So Eq. (3.5) is uniformly stable and w*(s) = O(e+ implies that Eq. (3.4) 
is uniformly stable. Differentiating Eq. (3.4) we obtain the equation 
w*(s) S(s) + (1 + kw,(s) + .ti,,(s)) 2(s) - k(s - r) = q(s). (3.6) 
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Since z+,(s), G,,(s) and Q(S) are absolutely integrable on I we see that all solu- 
tions of Eq. (3.6) are bounded. Therefore all solutions of Eq. (3.4) and 
their derivatives are bounded as s - +KI. Now from Eq. (3.4) 
z(s) - z(s - r) = O(ce), 
so that the sequence {z(s + nr): n > O> is Cauchy and converges uniformly 
to a continuous periodic function g(s) of period r satisfying 
x(s) = g(s) + O(e@). 
Therefore every solution of Eq. (3.3) satisfies 
y(s) = e”“g(s) + O(e(K-l)s). 
This proves Eq. (3.2), and the theorem is proved. 
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